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INTERNET COLUMN
By Giles Turnbull

We can get robot spacecraft to Mars, but we still have trouble keeping our home computers secure. It's a pity, but it's a fact.

The latest threat to ordinary computer users is a nasty piece of malware (malicious software) that, once on your computer, starts pretending to be an antivirus package. 

Malware and viruses are two different things, arriving on your computer in two different ways. But once they are there, they often do similar things.

This newcomer is more sinister and more aggressive than most. It takes on the persona of antivirus software, and does a very convincing job of it too. Unlike most PC invaders, it announces itself and demands your attention. "A virus has been found on your system!" it trumpets. "Click here to remove it!" 

Once you click, you're asked to shell out money. Twenty or thirty quid to download updates or to complete the virus removal. You're told that your system is now clear, but it's not long before the fake antivirus makes another announcement - and another few pounds are extracted from your bank account. And that's assuming your account details haven't already been stolen and used maliciously. 

As with so many security problems with Windows computers, this one is down to holes in the system. You'll never know how it got on your system. Perhaps you clicked on a link in an email message that claimed you'd been sent an ecard. You saw the ecard, found it bemusing and meaningless, and carried on your merry way. 

But by then, of course, the malware had quietly downloaded and installed itself to your computer.

The lesson is simple: be suspicious of everything that arrives by email. Only trust software you know you've installed yourself. And once you know your machine is infected, disconnect it from the net and get it seen by trusted experts.


+ A Genius in your pocket +

Oh look - new iPods from Apple (www.apple.com/ipod). The new models (and the old ones, following a software update) have a feature called Genius, which Apple says helps you find “songs that go great together”. Whatever that means.

So while listening to a song on your iPod (or in iTunes on your computer), you can hit the Genius button and a brand new playlist will be created on the spot - supposedly made of songs that sound vaguely alike. Our experiments with it so far have been somewhat random; sometimes the songs are well-matched, and sometimes they’re just wildly different. Either way, it’s a new way of listening to large music collections. It might catch on.

+ Email: it’s bad +

Confirming what many of us could have said straight away, an academic at Loughborough University has discovered that email is an annoying distraction that gets in the way of doing real work. Dr Thomas Jackson’s research showed that it takes over a minute to regain concentration after switching from work to email and back again. The solution? Check your email inbox just two or three times a day. Deal with everything in it (delete, action, archive or pending) then stop. Simple.

+ On the tip of my tongue... +

Ever get stuck for a ... you know, it’s ... Oh, I was only thinking of it a moment ago and now it’s just gone! It means a thing that you say or you write to describe another thing! It’s on the tip of my tongue... I’m typing some of them now... WORD! Can you believe it, I forgot the word “word”. I should have checked the “Tip of my tongue” web page, that would have helped: chir.ag/phernalia/tip-of-my-tongue/




+ Browsing around ... the Large Hadron Collider +

:: Official LHC homepage
lhc.web.cern.ch/lhc/

:: The LHC UK site
www.lhc.ac.uk/

:: The Telegraph explains the science bit
is.gd/2tBQ/jargon

:: Has the LHC destroyed the world yet?
hasthelargehadroncolliderdestroyedtheworldyet.com

:: Are we sure? Has it?
www.hasthelhcdestroyedtheearth.com

:: Really absolutely certain?
www.cyriak.co.uk/lhc/lhc-webcams.html


+ Thing of the week +

:: The Great Office War
http://vimeo.com/1193942

+ Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org +


